Let’s talk about:

**Application project@in.tum**

- Special features
- Differences to IDP

**Main target group:**
first year Master of Data Engineering and Analytics students
Application Project [IN2328] (1)

- Part of catalog B1.2 of the Master “Data Engineering and Analytics”

- Similar to an IDP, but has small differences:
  - Only project, *no lecture* -> 10 ECTS
  - Registration *only* during the first week of lectures of each semester
  - Duration up to 2 semesters
  - Teams possible (but not recommended)

- Requirements project topic
  - Domain outside classical computer science, e.g., medical science, biology, information systems, ...
  - *Topic* must be related to the *processing of large data sets*
Application Project [IN2328] (2)

• Project may be done in cooperation with
  – A department of university
  – Another university or research facility
  – A company (start-up)
  ➢ In each case supervisor must be a professor of TUM and the topic must be from the teaching or research domain of the supervisor

• How to find an Application Project?
  – See IDP, additionally you can:
    • Contact people writing out IDP topics, they are often also suited for an application project
    • TUM Data Innovation Lab

• Website